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The Orientation began on a thought that was as follows: 

“A parent is a teacher at home and a teacher is a parent in school and the child is the centre of our 

universe.” 

At Aadhunik we completely understand the importance of a child’s growth and the sensitive 

role of parents along with teachers, wherein we foster child's learning through joint efforts of 

parents, teachers and the school. Keeping this in mind Aadhunik Public School, Sidhbari 

organized Parent Orientation Programme on 19th  February 2022. First of all the parents were 

enlightened with some important points of New Education Policy 2020, stating the importance 

of parents involvement in learning process along with their child. Followed by this an idea was 

given to the parents upon how their child spends “A Day at Aadhunik”. The aim was to give 

parents an opportunity to experience and understand the world their child explores in the 

school. The Parents were given an insight upon the school routine and classroom routine. 

Information regarding the Offline classes were given to the parents. Certain covid rules and 

regulations were discussed with the parents, which are supposed to be followed by the 

students once the offline classes starts. The parents were briefed about the APS Portal, 

proper uniform, different books and notebooks for this session. Not to forget, the co-scholastic 

activities were also discussed that gave the parents an idea of the curriculum which is self-

directed with hands-on learning activities that not only give our students a medium to fully utilize 

their creative talents and energies, but also help them in their all-round development. Details 

regarding the transportation facility of the child was asked and noted down. Lastly, an important 

and sensitive topic regarding “Good Touch and Bad Touch “ was discussed with the parents 

and written instructions were handed over to them regarding the same. Apart from the above 

agendas, the program was open for participation by the parents to bring up any other problems 

or topics for discussion. By the end of the Program, the Parents understood and experienced 

what happens in the classes and how the child experiences learning. 

 



 

 


